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Department of Energy price projections released October 8 are the basis for predicting the 
impact of the coming year’s combined household energy bills on low- and moderate-income 
consumers. The analysis assumes normal weather and no changes in household energy sources 
and mix of appliances and lighting used. It shows:  

Energy Burden by Income Group  

o Households in poverty, more than 13 million, will spend an average of 25% of their entire FY 2006 
annual income on their energy bills just to maintain their modest levels of usage.  

o The average burden for the LIHEAP-eligible population of about 33 million, which includes those in 
poverty, will be 16% of annual income.   

o These statistics mean that residential energy bills alone will wipe out any income gains made in the 
last five years by many, if not most, low-income consumers and by many middle-income consumers.  

Impacts by Fuel Used for Heating  
o Eligible fuel oil users will experience the most dramatic cost burdens, 23% of income, while their low-

income neighbors who use natural gas or propane will need to spend about 18%.  

o The median-income households (those whose income is just over $47,000) who heat with natural gas 
will need to spend more than 5% of all 2006 income.   

o The situation is unprecedented within the past two decades. As recently as 2001, the median-income 
family using natural gas would have spent just under 4% of its income for all energy. 2001 Energy 
burdens averaged about 20% for those in poverty, while LIHEAP-eligible families averaged 13%.  

Impacts by Region  

o The average annual energy bill for 12 million LIHEAP-eligible consumers in Southern states will be 
slightly lower than the average energy bill for 7.4 million eligible Midwesterners; incomes in Southern 
states are also lower than in other regions. In both the South and Midwest, low-income consumers 
will need to spend between 17% and 19% of income to keep as warm or cool as five years ago, 
when they spent between 13% and 15%.  

o The 1.6 million LIHEAP-eligible households in New England are facing an especially grave situation. 
They can expect to spend 21% of their income on energy bills, a 40% greater share than five years 
earlier.  

Hardships Are Anticipated  

o Of course, these energy burdens are not affordable; yet, the need for assistance far outstrips the 
resources of LIHEAP and other payment programs. Low-income consumers will sacrifice necessities.    

o Census data show that in 2001, when energy prices were much lower and the weather was 
abnormally warm, 9.6 million consumers could not afford to pay at least one month’s energy bill;  

o 77% of them endured at least one additional family hardship during the year, but most of them 
suffered three or four kinds of deprivation.   

Weatherization Savings Are Worth More 
o Weatherized natural gas-heated homes will, on average, avoid $455 dollars in this year’s gas bills and 

$55 in their electric bills compared to those not weatherized yet. 

See the full study at : http://www.opportunitystudies.org/weatherization/pdf/energy 
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